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    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  Many wealthy Japanese have shifted their p_ _ _ _ _ _ge to the new Western luxury hotels.
2.  The area has become a haven for people tired of the h_ _ _ _c pace of city life.
3.  Wind and rain wore away the i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ions on the gravestones
4.  They’re d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ating shoppers.
5.  The new p_ _ _ _ _ _s, staffed by a team of five, will aim to boost sales in the Chinese and Asian markets
6.  R_ _ _ _ _e from online ads is much less than from print advertising.

    Listen and fill in the blanks.

1.  I first met him ten years ago when I became an …………….  ………………...
2.  I’ll post these changes on the …………….  …………..  by the registration desk in the lobby.
3.  Being there gave me a chance to ………….  ………..  with three friends whom I had not seen for a year.
4.  Before you leave, I’m going to ………….  …………..  a ……………  ……………….
5.  Could you please ask him if he sees any problems that we’ll need to ………… right away?
6.  We’ve been able to keep the soil ………….. so far.
7.  I’m excited to be the first instructor offering an exercise class here in the newly ………….. fitness center.
8.  We are looking for a person who can manage the daily operations of the …………… as well as ………….. the 
ten scientists who work there.
9.  The unions are in ……………. with management over pay.
10.  Your terms of employment cannot be changed without your ……………...
11.  The government has promised to introduce ……………. to limit fuel emissions from cars.
12.  The …………….. inflation figure is lower than last month’s.
13.  After all that hard work, you …………… a holiday.
14.  Georgia is one of 22 states that ……………… the sale of raw milk for human consumption.
15.  The business results will need to be independently …………….. by experts.



      Match each definition (A – G) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 7)
  DEFINITIONS

A. to check or prove that something is correct or true
B. to limit something, reduce its size, or prevent it from increasing
C. to imagine or expect that something will happen
D. to supply land with water so that crops and plants will grow
E. to talk to someone for a short time to check something out
F. an argument or disagreement, especially an official one
G. to repair and improve a building so that it is in good condition again

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  States must …………… applicants’ citizenship status.
2.  Private companies don’t want to ………………. existing buildings, as the potential profits are too small.
3.  The ……………….. inflation figure is lower than last month’s.
4.  He was in …………….. with his last company, which had terminated his contract.
5.  Other recommendations included …………….. the number of retail outlets that can sell tobacco
6.  I just wanted to quickly ……………..  ………. with you: did you get an email from my secretary about the 
meeting?
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1.  verify
2.  dispute
3.  touch base
4.  renovate
5.  restrict
6.  anticipate
7.  irrigate


